Pens spaced at least 24" apart to minimize contact between calves

1-1/2" x 1/8" strap iron metal pail racks secure with 2 nos. of 1/4" bolts

1/2" plywood front

4' x 8' Collapsible with Open Cattle Panels and Plywood Front

3/8" dia. steel rod x 38 long (bend top 2" as shown)

Approx. 4'

Approx. 8'

Galvanized welded wire rod cattle panels

4' x 8' Collapsible with Open Cattle Panels and Slatted Front

4' x 8' Collapsible with Open Cattle Panels and Pipe Front

Notes:
- Locate pens away from older animals in a well ventilated "cold barn."
- Cover rear half of pen during severe cold weather with plywood.
- Provide concrete or well drained dirt base. Bed with straw or shavings.
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4' x 8' Collapsible with Solid Plywood Partitions and Slatted Front

Notes:
• Locate pens away from older animals in a well ventilated "cold barn."
• Cover rear half of pen during severe cold weather with plywood.
• Provide concrete or well drained dirt base. Bed with straw or shavings.
**Notes:**

A  Modify width of front to accommodate hinge and latch methods selected.
B  Pail holders sized and mounted to correspond with size and type of pail. Top rim of pail should not be more than 12" higher than typical calf standing surface.
C  Select top clearance to minimize calf escape and not interfere with access of larger calves or as bedding builds up.
D  Measure opening height from typical calf standing surface.
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